Learning-induced activation of protein kinase C. A molecular memory trace.
PKC activation has been shown to mimic the biophysical consequences of classical conditioning in both rabbit hippocampus and Hermissenda type B cells. Furthermore, conditioning in rabbits results in the 24 h translocation of PKC from cytosol to membrane, which is probably responsible for mediating the biophysical consequences of conditioning. A model has been presented that suggests that long-term translocation of PKC occurs via the synergistic activation of a DG dependent pathway that activates PKC and a calcium dependent pathway that activates CaM kinase. Translocation of PKC to the plasma membrane, by altering ion channel properties, could subserve memory lasting for days, whereas translocation to the nuclear membrane could induce cellular change, by genomic regulation, lasting beyond days. We are, therefore, suggesting that protein kinase C may play a critical role in the formation of short, intermediate, and long-term associative memory.